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When it comes to designing your commission plans, choose the partner that will help 

you implement and automate your plans with ease without sacrificing power or 

flexibility.  The Spiff Commission Designer turns the historically ambiguous process of 

adding, building, and maintaining commissions from something outdated, or manual in 

spreadsheets, into a step-by-step workflow, no matter how simple or complex. If you 

need a little bit of extra help, don’t worry; our dedicated account managers and 

implementation specialists are here for you.

OVERVIEW
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 Create a step-by-step workflow that is repeatable and simple to understand


 See preview of commission plan changes in real-time while building


- 

- 

Offer full transparency for the sales team for changing commission plans without


    waiting days, weeks, or months for the changes to go live

-  

Industry leading speed calculates thousands of commission statements in seconds
-  

Save time with powerful functions such as  Marginal Payout, Range Lookup, and 


    many more


-  

The step-by-step flow makes it easier to build a new plan or make changes to         


    your plans anytime you need it

-  

Get up and running faster with easier implementation and self- service capabilities-  

OVERVIEW

With Spiff’s Commission Designer you can:
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FLEXIBLE SETUP

REAL-TIME VISIBILITY

POWERFUL ENGINE 

SEAMLESS INTEGRATIONS

Commission plans setup in weeks, not months. Powerful workflows, simplified. 

Make changes when you need even on the most complicated commission plans.

Instant calculations give you real-time visibility into the plans while you build them. 

Push directly to your sales team for instant visibility so they can focus on selling. 

Handle the most intricate commission structures and nuances such as accelerators, 

tiers, multiple triggers, and more.

Native integrations into all of the top CRM’s, ERP’s, etc. Seamlessly pull all of the data 

needed to run commissions and then push it wherever you might need it. Easily map 

and pair data together with a simple relationship builder.

COMPLEXITY SIMPLIFIED
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